Europe’s first technology-led residential
real estate platform
We create high-quality portfolios of single-family
rental (SFR) housing at speed and scale
We’ve built a unique capability in the form of an end-to-end service solution, providing institutional
investors with everything from sourcing, acquisition and portfolio management through to lettings and
property management.
We buy consumer residential assets at scale using our proprietary technology and data
We transform the assets into beautiful, sustainable homes and rent them to residents that want
a responsible, 21st century landlord
We unlock residential exposure at scale for institutional investors seeking long-term, diversified
and stable yields

Our integrated services model
Sourcing and acquisition

Our automated filtering tool
shortlists assets that meet
investment criteria
We assess over 45,000 leads
per city, per year
We capture over 200 data
points per asset
Our local team on-the-ground
inspects each asset in person

Refurbishment, lettings
and property management
Assets are typically “vacant
on possession“ ensuring
the immediate start of
renovations and
refurbishment
Our high-quality
renovations attract tenants
with strong credit ratings
Our contactless lettings
option enables remote
viewings (3D and video)
and full online execution
Our optimised and low-risk
property management
requires minimal capex

Portfolio management

We have an active,
data-driven approach to
owning and operating
portfolios
Our online investor portal
provides accessible and
transparent reporting
We support our investor’s
regulatory reporting
requirements
We offer efficient disposal of
a portfolio or individual
assets at the end of the term

Portfolio Exit

Demonstrated track record
of outperformance versus
market returns
High quality renovations and
asset management optimise
asset quality throughout the
investment period
Transparent and accurate
data, reporting and controls
deliver a clean portfolio that
is ready for marketing to a
blue chip investor base
Vast network of IMMO
investor relationships can be
leveraged for a portfolio exit
at the end of the term

About us
Founded in 2017, we’ve assembled an experienced team of 200+ which includes successful
entrepreneurs and industry leaders with expertise from McKinsey, Goldman Sachs, Blackstone, Uber,
HSBC, Amazon, Procter & Gamble, BlackRock, Morgan Stanley, Google, WeWork and many more.
We have an established presence in the UK, Germany, Spain and India and have been awarded “Tech
Pioneer” by the World Economic Forum. Goldman Sachs and Fintech Collective cited IMMO as “the
real estate asset manager of the future.”

By the numbers

€20B

€210M

2,000+

200+

9.7%

3.7%

99%

200+

Properties digitally
sourced and assessed
using IMMO AVMs₁

Capex driven value uplift
on acquired assets

Acquisition annual
run rate achieved

GEY for Germany

Assets inspected and
underwritten

month rolling
occupancy rate₂

Assets acquired and
processed through
IMMO

Employees globally

Automated valuation model
As of 30 September 2022

Want to know more about how we're deploying at scale on behalf of institutional investors?
Get in touch with our team at

hello@immo.capital or visit www.immo.capital

